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Mission Statement
ABS is committed to providing an English-
speaking forum for anyone with an interest 
in birding in Andalucia. We welcome 
everyone, from beginners to experienced 
birders, including non-English speakers who 
wish to join in.
We provide our members with the opportunity 
to share and extend their knowledge of birds 
through regular Field Meetings at prime 
locations throughout Andalucia, and also 
through web-based articles and discussion 
groups. We support and assist with regional 
conservation projects.
The Andalusian Bird Society is dedicated to 
the study, observation and sharing of bird 
knowledge. 

From the Editor’s Chair

At the time of writing my editorial 
piece for our Spring edition I am, like 
everyone else here, confined to home 
and my birding limited to in, around and 
above my garden. I have no idea when 
restrictions on movement will be lifted, 
but at least I am permitted to walk our 
dogs on the open land adjacent to our 
home. I hope our members are able to do 
a little birding during this trying period 
and hope things improve soon.
Spring migration began slowly then 
really kicked-in during the first week in 
March, raptors stole the show with Black 
Kite and Short-toed Eagle arriving in 

good numbers. Small numbers of Egyptian Vulture, Black Stork and Booted 
Eagle were also reported. I had a small bet with myself, that the first warbler 
to arrive in my area would be Subalpine Warbler, I lost as I was surprised 
to see Common Whitethroat and later a Sedge Warbler. With people’s 
movements being so restricted it will affect sightings being reported over the 
coming weeks, so I will be adding to my birder’s neck by craning it to look for 
migration above the garden!
It was cheering to hear our last full year attracted record numbers of new 
members, but probably the most outstanding new membership involved a 
whole village becoming members. The initiative was the brainchild of our 
member Garry Pearson and you can read the extraordinary tale in his article 
within this edition.
At one time or another I guess we all have expressed to others the joy we get 
from birding. And many of us have travelled overseas to pursue our passion 
with birding. Some of the countries we may have visited have social economic 
problems, no job opportunities and no prospects to receive advice on self-
help with starting their own business. Inside this edition is the inspiring story 
of how a chance encounter with birders led to a local person finding help to 
begin a new and rewarding career.
I know I am repeating myself, but it is getting harder for me to illicit members 
and friends to contribute articles for our magazine. Please can I appeal to you 
to submit an article? It can be anything topical on birds and birding, even a 
local patch report. Of course, anything related to nature would be welcomed.
Thank you to this edition’s contributors and those advertisers who continue 
to support us. Your support for the Society is invaluable and allows us to 
produce our much prized ‘Birds of Andalucía’.

Peter Jones - President
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Bird guides in Andalucía can you help?

I make few apologies for returning, once again, in my series articles on where 
to go birding in Andalucia to one of my favourite areas, the Alcornocales. In 
fact my only apology is that I know other areas in the Andalucia less well or 
not at all and so I encourage those who know other regions to submit similar 
articles about the birding sites they know (and offer my modest editorial/
map-making skills should they wish assistance).

John Cantelo (Author of Birding sites articles)
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Subalpine Warbler

Although we are all familiar with this common summer visitor it was surprising, 
during the course of a little research, to learn that so little is actually known about 
this small warbler. In fact, most sources of reference ask those with the necessary 
expertise to add to written accounts on this species. To complicate our birding here 
in Andalucía there are 3 so called species, which are all possible after these were 
separated (by some authorities) from being just subspecies not so long ago. Our 
most common and widespread, I will say subspecies, species is Sylvia inornata the 
so called Western Subalpine Warbler, but I’ve seen the Eastern Subalpine Warbler 
S. cantillans in my local area as well as S. subalpine or Moltoni’s Warbler (please see 
note below). It can get very confusing, so an up to date field guide will help you keep 
a lookout for these differing subspecies/species.
Here in Andalucía our summer resident birds favours tall and dense heterogeneous 
maquis with sparse tree cover in dry Mediterranean areas, particularly maquis of 
holm oak  (Quercus ilex) and those dominated by strawberry tree (Arbutus) and 
tree-heath (Erica); common also in young cork oak (Quercus suber) forest and in 

dense but treeless bushy areas. Frequents bushy formations dominated by brambles (Rubus fruticosus) along sunny 
ravines and valley bottoms.
Note. Until recently S. cantillans was considered conspecific with S. subalpina. Race inornata also proposed for species 
rank in course of separation of S. subalpina and description of iberiae, but plumage differences relatively weak and call 
differences only slight. Some authors propose that albistriata be treated as a full species, but evidence not conclusive.  
Has apparently hybridized with S. melanocephala. Four subspecies are recognized.

Pieter Verheij (Cover photo), Peter Jones (text)
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Diary Dates - The Year Ahead

It is the aim of the Society to provide as much notice 
as possible in respect of forthcoming events. The dates 
will not change, but please keep up to date with more 
detailed information on our main menu website page 
‘Field Meetings’. It is always worth checking on the ‘List 
of upcoming events’ as additional events may be added 
at short notice. We hope to see many members continue 
to support our field meetings and we look forward to 
seeing you at one or more of our monthly events.

Year 2020
April 18 Cancelled (Covid-19)
May 16 Serrania de Ronda (pending)
June 20 Medina Sidonia
July 18 Serrania de Ronda - Montejaque 

Extraordinary General Meeting
August 22 Barn Owl project Cordoba
September 19 Tarifa - Migration Watch
October 17 Gabo de Gata Salinas
November 21 Castilla de La Mancha
December 19 Bonanza & Christmas Lunch
Year 2021
January 16 Fuente de Piedra - AG Meeting
February 20 Osuna
March 20 La Janda
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Tarifa - Spring Migration

ABS  February Field Meeting
We all met at the 
usual car park just 
outside Tarifa for our 
annual spring field 
meeting to catch the spring migration 
from Africa.  The day was clear with little 
wind, which we hoped would be good for 
us and our day out birding.

After a shop and a visit to the local facilities, 
we pooled cars and set off, our first stop 
was the observation point Observatorio 
del Estrecho, at the end of the old military 
road. Here we parked at the top of a 

small cliff and slope 
w h i c h 

was only a 
short distance 
from the sea.  In front 
of us in all its splendour 

was the coast of Morocco just 14Km 
away and we could quite clearly see the 
mountains on the other side. We had been 
there for about 10 minutes when we saw 
our first Black Kite skipping over the slope 
only 10 or so meters above our heads and 
it was struggling to gain any height once it 
had reached land. Another one appeared 
struggling as much as the first one, but 
once they had reached land, they gained 
height and were off north to who knows 
where?  The wind was light so we had a 
good scan around the horizon to see if we 
could see any more coming over and there 
was a huge flock over the Strait, but further 

to the east and they looked as if they 
w e r e 

circling over the 
water as if they 
were searching 
for non-existent 

thermals. 
We decided to see if we could get any 
closer to them, so we moved to the next 
site along the coast traversing the old 
army road to the old lighthouse/tower 
at Guadalmesi. On the way we spotted 5 
Short-toed Eagles coming over very low, 
so we stopped and took the opportunity 
to take some photos. 

Once we had had a good look at the eagles 
we continued on and parked along the 
road with good views across the Strait.  
Out at sea we saw Gannets, Sandwich 
Terns and plenty of gull sp.  Whilst 
scanning for more migrants we noticed 
2 large kettles of raptors over the sea, 
which I thought was not possible as the 
sea produces no thermals and yet they 
were circling above the sea.  We noticed 
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a small flock of Dunlin.  As we drove to 
the end of the path with Corn Buntings 
calling from the fence, Flamingos were 
spotted along with more Dunlin and 
Ringed Plovers.  As the wind was low, 
it was a pleasant day in the company of 

that they were making their way further 
along the coast, so we set off in pursuit 
and ended up at the Torre de Guadalmesi, 
but unfortunately, they had flown further 
down the coast.  
Whilst we were at the Torre 2 Little Owls 
popped out for a look at us as we were 
looking at them. We also had some good 
views of a male Black Redstart.  A small 
flock of black and distant birds were 
in the far reaches of our view and we 
thought that they were Glossy Ibis, but 
they turned out to be Cormorants, well 
we can all make mistakes.  Offshore there 
were also Gannets and Sandwich Terns.  
We had lunch there and decided as the 
wind was so low that we would, after a 
coffee at Apollo 11, go to the reserve at the 
outskirts of Barbate, between the salt pans 
and the prawn farm and the military land.  

Some of the first birds we saw were 
Spoonbills whilst at the shoreline there 
were, Ringed Plover, Dunlin, Greenshank, 
Grey Plover and a Little Stint. In the grass 
at the edge of the road there were Meadow 
Pipits and Stonechats, on the islands that 
are in the reserve were Stone Curlew and 

some good friends.  
As an aside, we found this in the tree at 
the end of the road, left for the vultures or 
just some weird and wonderful local art?

Frank Hair - ABS member
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 I first visited the lower Alpujarra in Almeria for a two-week 
holiday in 2004. I immediately fell in love with the area. I was 
staying in a friend’s cortijo and he described Almeria as proper, 
sh*t kicking Spain. He was right. The heat, the villages, the people 
and of course the birds.
Then in 2015 I had the chance to take early retirement and 
there was only one place for me. Obvious. I wasn’t really choosy 
about which village in the lower Alpujarra I ended up in. 
Terque, Bentarique, Huecija, Ragol all have their own unique 
styles. However, by pure chance I found a great house for sale 
in Instinción. What a stroke of luck that was. You’ve probably 
never even heard of my little village, let alone visited. It’s not the 
prettiest village in Almeria but it has a charm, it has four bars 
(a plus for me) and the people gave me the warmest welcome 
possible. I was soon enrolled into the village band and petanca 
squad and revelled in discovering the birding opportunities the 
surrounding area has to offer. Within a forty-five-minute drive 
there are two renowned wetlands, the Tabernas desert, steppes, 
mountains, forests and woodlands, to say nothing of our local 
river valley and farmland. 
Last year the idea came to mind to try and raise the profile of 
birds in the village. I was viewed as that weird English hombre 

who watches birds instead of shooting them! Slowly a plan 
developed and along with friends from the cultural association 
and the ayuntamiento it was discussed and honed and finally 
ready to put into action. 
So, what is the plan to make Instinción a Pueblo de los pajaros? 
Poco a poco as they say round here. First of all, a presentation in 
January from the local SEO followed by a painting competition 
for the kids and a morning putting up nest boxes around the 
village. This to be followed by artworks on all the public buildings, 
obviously depicting the birds of the area. Then the creation of a 
bird corner in the library, (un rincon de los pajaros). The icing 
on the cake will be a mini bird reserve by the river with a bird 
feeding area, information board and hide. It’s all very exciting 
and if it turns one or two local kids into birders, changes attitudes 
to hunting and trapping birds and raises the profile of our village 
I will be happy. The ayuntamiento are being very supportive and 
the residents are warming to the idea. With luck all should be 
ready for a grand launch in June.
So, what of ABS? Well before I moved out, I became a member 
and since then have attended field meetings although sometimes 
the distances involved mean I can’t get to as many as I’d like 
to. I even guided a couple of meetings at Cabo de Gata along 
with my brother Paul when we had our birdwatching business 
Wildalmeria, (not currently operating). Then came the idea 
of making the village itself a member, something which was 
welcomed by the association and came to fruition in January. So 
Instinción is now, I believe, the first village to be an ABS member! 
Hopefully more ideas will come along in future, one of which is 
to produce a little booklet about the birdlife around the village. I 
will keep everyone up to date via the ABS Facebook page and of 
course everyone will be invited to the launch day. Viva el Pueblo 
de los pajaros!

Instinción   Pueblo de los pajaros
One of the greatest surprises I have had in my long 
association with the Society was to receive an email 
requesting ‘how could a whole village enrol as a member 
of the Andalucía Bird Society?’. So surprising, that it was 
a little difficult to take seriously at first glance. After 
some correspondence, it became clear this was indeed 
a serious proposal, something I found remarkable and 
inspiring, if not just unique. Things progressed and now 
we are pleased to welcome the village of Instinción (a 
small village in Almeria) as members of our Society. 
Congratulations to our member Garry Pearson for this 
amazing initiative and who knows, perhaps this can be 
repeated elsewhere in the region.
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Instinción   Pueblo de los pajaros
(Texto en Español)
La primera vez que visité la alpujarra almeriense, concretamente, 
el Valle del Medio Andarax, fue en el 2004. Inmediatamente, me 
enamoré de la zona. 
Durante dos semanas de vacaciones, me hospedé en el cortijo de 
un amigo, el cual me describía la provincia de Almería como la 
auténtica España. Él estaba en lo cierto, el calor, el pueblo, y por 
supuesto, los pájaros.
Así, en 2015, tuve la oportunidad de tomar la jubilación 
anticipada, y obviamente, pensé en un solo lugar para mí. No 
me importaba realmente en qué lugar de la alpujarra acabaría 
instalado. Terque, Bentarique, Huécija o Rágol, todos ellos 
poseían un estilo propio. Sin embargo, y por pura casualidad, 
encontré una casa estupenda en venta en el pueblo de Instinción. 
Qué buena suerte tuve.
Probablemente, jamás hayáis oído hablar de mi pequeño pueblo, 
ni mucho menos lo habréis visitado. No es el pueblo más 
fascinante de la provincia almeriense, pero tiene su encanto; 
cuatro bares (my bien digo yo) y la cálida y cercana bienvenida 
con la que me recibieron los lugareños. Pronto, me uní a la banda 
de música del pueblo y al equipo de petanca, además de descubrir 
las oportunidades ornitólogas que la zona tenía por ofrecer, pues 
a unos 45 minutos en coche, se encuentran dos humedales, el 
desierto de Tabernas, estepas, montañas y bosques, por no hablar 
de nuestro río enclavado en un valle y sus tierras de cultivo.
El año pasado, una idea me vino a la mente: intentar aumentar 
la población de pájaros en el pueblo. Aunque al principio fui 
encasillado como el raro inglés que veía pájaros en lugar de 
dispararles, poco a poco, el plan se trató, se afinó, y finalmente, se 
puso en marcha gracias a la ayuda de mis amigos de la Asociación 
Cultural y al Ayuntamiento.
Entonces, ¿cómo conseguir que Instinción sea el Pueblo de los 

Pájaros? Poco a poco, como dicen por aquí.
Nuestro proyecto comienza una mañana de enero, con una 
presentación del tema realizada por la SEO (Sociedad Española 
de Ornitología), seguida de un concurso de dibujo para los más 
pequeños de la villa, así como la construcción y colocación de 
casas para pájaros. Todo ello se acompaña de numerosas obras 
de arte en todos los edificios públicos, obviamente representando 
las aves de la zona.
Tras ello, se crea un “Rincón de los Pájaros” en la biblioteca 
del pueblo. Y la guinda del pastel, la creación de una mini 
reserva de pájaros en el río, con su área de alimentación, panel 
informativo y un observatorio. Es todo muy emocionante. Si esta 
idea convierte a uno o dos niños en pajareros, cambian ciertas 
actitudes sobre cazar y atrapar pájaros y aumenta la población de 
estos en nuestro pueblo, entonces, seré feliz. 
La verdad es que el Ayuntamiento está siendo muy servicial y los 
pueblerinos muy atentos con el proyecto. Con un poco de suerte, 
el plan tendrá su gran inauguración en junio.
Pero ¿qué hay de la ABS (Andalucía Bird Society)? Bien, antes 
de mudarme, me hice miembro y desde entonces he asistido a 
muchas de las reuniones de campo organizadas, aunque, a veces, 
la distancia me impedía asistir a alguna de ellas a pesar de que 
me hubiese gustado. Incluso, realicé yo mismo la guía de dos de 
ellas en Cabo de Gata con la ayuda de mi hermano Paul cuando 
teníamos nuestro negocio de observación de aves Wildalmeria 
(no operativo actualmente). Entonces, se me ocurrió que el 
pueblo podría ser también miembro de la asociación; una idea 
que fue bien acogida y obtuvo fruto en enero. Instinción es ahora, 
creo, ¡el primer pueblo que pertenece a la ABS!
Afortunadamente, aparecerán más ideas en un futuro, siendo 
una de ellas la presentación de un pequeño folleto sobre la vida 
de los pájaros en el pueblo.

Invito a todo el mundo a visitar la página de ABS Facebook, y, 
sobre todo, al día de la gran inauguración.
¡Viva el pueblo de los pájaros!

Garry Pearson - ABS member
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For a little bit of self-indulgence and fun, 
I thought about my suburban garden 
here in the heart of Andalucía and how, 
with a little foresight, it has progressed 
for the benefit of wildlife in my area. I 
am thinking its relevance is all the more 
poignant during the enforced isolation 

A suburban wildlife garden Andalucía
we are sharing during this time of the 
Covid-19 lockdown, garden birding aided 
by a little planning. 

The whole garden is bare limestone rock 
and stratus steeply inclined westwards and 
sloping towards the main house. We have 

an area terraced into 3 parcels for plants; 
these were constructed several years ago 
and filled with topsoil. The only planting 
we have done is some fruit trees in the 
higher terrace, leaving the others to grow 
wild and then cleared in mid-summer. Of 
course, the wild areas attract seedeaters 
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and provide cover for lizards and insects, 
the flowering plants are a magnet for 
butterflies.
We added a water feature in the shape 
of 2 small ponds, although one is very 
small. Here in Spain water attracts the 
birds more than the provision of food, I 
guess elsewhere in Europe more gardens 
tend to put feeders out and birds have 
learnt to visit those gardens, not so much 
here. So the construction of the ponds 

and stocking them with natural plants 
has certainly worked for aquatic life and 
has been a huge success for Dragonflies 
and Damselflies, some 17 species have 
been recorded and 13 of those have been 
seen ovipositing in the ponds. To date the 
ponds have not been overly successful 
attracting many bird species, but there 
have been enough for me to hold out hope 
for the future.

The only concession we have made to 
the beautification of the garden is to add 
plants in pots around the terraced areas, 
a bit of colour and indulges my wife’s 
love of plants. So essentially it is a wild 
garden, bordered on the northern side by 
a neighbour, but by open common land to 
the southern side. Of course, the common 
land provides habitat for a range of fauna 
and flora, worth mentioning are 8 species 
of orchid we have discovered growing on 
this open area.

The limestone slope of the garden has 
several wild figs growing whilst the rear 
bordering dry stone wall is sheltered by 
the overhanging limbs of 3 large oaks 
(Quercus rotundifolia), the leaf drop here 
provides a mulch as well as compost 
and many small plants are able to take a 
tenuous hold on life here, including the 
indigenous and colourful Antirrhinum 
majus (common snapdragon) which is 
prolific during early spring through to the 
end of June. Several thistle species thrive 
and of course these attract Goldfinch and 
Greenfinch close to our house where we 
can view them while sitting on the terrace 
with a beverage or two.

Garden wildlife has produced one or two 
surprises, not least the appearance on two 
occasions of adult female Spanish Ibex 
(Capra pyrenaica), we even had 2 adult 
females on the roof of our house, which 
proved entertaining and expensive, as we 
had to replace a few pantiles. Whilst in 
the garden on another occasion, I had 2 
adults attempt to come over our high wall 
whilst looking at me in some gone-off 
fashion as if I shouldn’t have been there. 
Not to be outdone, later in the same week 
I had a doe Red Deer attempt the same 
thing.  The dry stonewalls hold a small 
population of Brown Rat and this attracts 
the odd visit of the nomadic Weasel; it 
really is great fun to watch the busy antics 
of this mammal.

Of course, I have an interest in all aspects 
of nature, but life from a very early age has 
seen my main interest focused on birds. I 
have been involved in the science of birds 
for over 40 years, although loath that I am 
to admit it as a sign of my age, this is nearer 
to 50 years. So unsurprisingly I had set out 
to attract as many birds as possible into 
our garden. The provision of water was 
the first task followed by allowing areas 
of the garden to grow wild, only being 
controlled in mid-summer. So far, if I am 
honest, I am a little disappointed with the 
lack of regular visitors to our ponds other 
than the plentiful House Sparrow, Feral 
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Pigeon, Blackbird, Goldfinch and Serin, 
with Song Thrush and Black Redstart 
visiting in winter. Frequent, but not 
daily visitors are Blackcap, Wren, Short-
toed Treecreeper, Great and Blue Tit, 
Sardinian Warbler, Greenfinch, Chaffinch 
and Linnet. Odd birds have visited the 
margins of the ponds, not on a regular 
basis, but nonetheless exciting for me to 
be able to record, these include Booted 
Eagle (it took a Feral Pigeon from the side 
of the pond), Grey Wagtail, Woodchat 
Shrike, Northern Wheatear, Orphean, 
Subalpine and Bonelli’s Warbler, Firecrest, 
Cirl Bunting, Crested Lark with both 
Green Woodpecker and Great-spotted 
Woodpecker.  

The ponds are just one aspect of a wildlife 

garden, planting or letting wild plants 
thrive gives a ready source of both insect 
and seeds to attract birds, all my finch 
species are regular visitors and these are 
joined in summer by Spotted Flycatcher, 
the odd Cuckoo and the fleeting 
appearances of the master of ambush the 
Sparrowhawk, no doubt attracted by the 
number of small birds frequenting the 
garden. Dense foliage and grasses attract 
small rodent too and in turn this has seen 
frequent visits to the garden by our local 
Little Owl with Tawny Owl also around 
during the nights, we even hear Eagle Owl 
on occasions. 
During summer I often hear and 
sometimes see Red-necked Nightjar 
hawking the sky above the garden and the 
adjoining open common land.

Other wildlife consists of an abundance 
of lizard species including the impressive 
Ocellated Lizard (Timon Lepidus) 
sometimes referred to by the grand name 
of Jewelled Lizard, frogs and toads, 42 
species of Butterfly recorded so far, the 
odd snake species, 9 species of bat and I 
simply can’t resist to mention 138 species 
of bird seen either in or above the garden.

So, I finish by saying, if you are fortunate 
enough to have the space, that with just 
a little foresight, a little planning and lots 
of patience you can establish your own 
wildlife garden and create your very own 
private nature reserve and a small piece of 
paradise.

Peter Jones - ABS member

Broad-Scarlet Epaulet
Iberian Ibex

C
irl Bunting
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There are some amazing birds out there 
- and we’ve been taking people to see 

them for 39 years. 

Whether you are looking for a relaxed holiday 
surrounded by birds, or you want to seek out 

rare endemics in remote places, we are bound 
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to see our full programme of worldwide 

escorted birdwatching tours
Email: sunbird@sunbirdtours.co.uk
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Sunbird
26B The Market Square
Potton
Sandy
Bedfordshire SG19 2NP  UK

A stunning Guianan Cock-of-
the-rock photographed on our 
tour to Guyana. Photo Luke Seitz
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Every year, Tarifa and its surrounding areas experience one of the greatest natural events that one can 
witness in nature: The spectacle of “Bird Migration”. The strategic location between two continents and the 
Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean provide birds with an ideal flyway to leave their winter quarters 
as they head back toward breeding areas in Western Europe.
Starting off in December migration begins with the arrival of the first White Stork and Barn Swallow and 
then well into May with the peak time for Honey Buzzard and Griffon Vulture, literally thousands of birds 
will gradually come from Africa to Europe encouraged by their reproductive duties.  
However, the phenomenon of bird migration must actually be regarded as a never-ending cycle in the Strait, 
mainly due to the wide variety of species involved and the existence of different populations of the same 
bird species,  an example is found when the first flocks of the Iberian population of White Stork end their 
breeding season and cross the Strait of Gibraltar to Africa toward the end of May-beginning of June, with the 
last birds of the Northern Europe population still coming from Africa to breed in the north of the continent. 
March and April are the two months when spring migration is in full swing with the highest number of birds 
and species recorded daily. 
Given their impressive size and beauty, soaring birds such as Egyptian Vulture, Short-toed Eagle, Black and 
White Stork, Black Kite and Booted Eagle, among others are the most sought-after species by birdwatchers. 
Besides, there are also good numbers of other wonderful birds such as Bee-eater, Alpine Swift, Golden 
Oriole, Roller, Swallow and Martins, etc., all keeping to this same flyway on their epic migratory journey to 
get to the European Continent and providing keen birders with a truly uplifting spectacle as these flocks fly 
and sing right overhead. 

SPRING MIGRATION 
IN THE STRAIT OF GIBRALTAR
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Where and what time is best for spring migration?
In my experience, when it comes to watching spring bird 
migration in the Strait, there is no set right places or times as 
such. We are dealing with a phenomenon that is directly affected 
by many factors. Wind direction and strength, mist conditions, 
alongside the weather forecast on the African shore, from where 
the birds will be tackling the treacherous crossing over to us, 
must all be accurately assessed.
Of course, there are certain rules or tips that can always 

“Bird migration across the Strait of Gibraltar is one of those experiences that no birder should miss…”

As for locations, there are a good number of viewpoints along the coast (Punta Carnero, Guadalmesi, Punta Camorro, La Peña, 
Puerto de Bolonia, etc.), but choosing the right one means once again analyzing the direction and strength of the wind: With 
easterlies, birders are best advised to move to the west side of the Strait (La Peña, Puerto de Bolonia…) and just the opposite for 
westerly winds (Guadalmesi, Punta Carnero…). Also, birds are expected to “land” further from or closer to Tarifa depending on 
how strong the wind blows. Head for the furthest viewpoints on windy days and opt for the opposite on quiet days.
  
Apart from these tips and in order to make sure your birding time runs as smoothly and efficiently as possible, the best advice is 
to always contact a good local guide. It is local and first-hand knowledge that usually always makes the difference in birding, for 
raptor migration this proves to be particularly true.

help birdwatchers choose likely places and times in order to 
make our birding as successful and productive as possible.                                                                 
Focusing on soaring birds, a key factor is to know how the 
thermal currents, that will bring us the birds, function. Thermals 
start to build on the Moroccan side only after the sun has been 
heating the ground for a few hours, and so the first tip is: don’t go 
early for spring migration!

Manuel Morales - ABS member 

European H
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Black Redstart

Many birders are familiar with the mass Autumn migration that 
occurs across the Strait of Gibraltar; however, it is the period 
after this that holds a bit more mystery, and a few surprises.

Late October is when we see quite a significant change in where 
we might find the more common Andalusian species. Birds such 
as resident Crag Martin, Black Redstart move down from their 

mountain breeding areas to the coast and join their visiting kin 
from further north and can be seen commonly in many urban 
areas. 

This time also sees the mass arrival of passerine migrants from 
further north. White Wagtail and Meadow Pipit seem to spring 
up everywhere during this time. 

An Andalusian winter 
Having visited Andalucía a lot over many years I have been able to get a solid grasp of the birdlife throughout 
most of the year. However, one season I hadn’t really explored was winter, and to a lesser extent Autumn. Life 
took an unexpected turn for me in August 2019 when I secured a job in Andalucía and I was able to make 
the move here, a long time want after so many fantastic trips to the area. The move has really enabled me to 
get to grips with birding in the region, especially in the latter parts of the year, being able to observe how the 
birdlife changes through the winter and into early spring. 

G
riffon Vulture
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GUIDED TOURS & DAY TRIPS
IN THE HEART OF ANDALUCIA

RONDA – PUEBLOS BLANCOS – SIERRA DE GRAZALEMA

We take you to the best places
                   to get the best pictures

Nature Tours is a small company 
specialized in this region. Our 
guide has been working in the 
area for more than 20 years 
and this enables him to show 
visitors the natural and cultural 
history of Ronda and the 
real lifestyle in the abundant 
pretty villages  located in this 
dramatic landscape.

We offer a truly personalized and professional service because we want 
our clients to enjoy the tour, forgetting about the worries of driving that 
can arise during your holidays. We will drive for you, we will park for you 
and if you want, we will also recommend the best places to eat.
By car or on foot, our local tour leader, Alfredo Carrasco knows every 
corner and everybody in the area. Spending a day with him is a great 
experience for those travellers who are looking for the real Andalucía.

REGISTERED REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

AUTHORITY ANDALUSIAN TOURISM TA/MA/0241

A proud member of

CIT Serranía de Ronda

      Contact details:
N A T U R E   T O U R S

C/ Las Cepas, 8 – 29400 Ronda – Málaga – Andalucía – Spain
Tel: +34 606618139 – Email: guia@visitaronda.com – www.visitaronda.com

Alfredo Carrasco, your guide

Comfortable transport 

Andalucia Bird Society

It is also a time where rare species can turn up like the Olive-
backed Pipit in La Linea. 
Taking a step away from the birdlife for a second brings us to 
a real marvel of November. The mountains of the Serranía de 
Ronda become awash with gold as the Chestnut trees take on 
their Autumn hues. A spectacle well worth seeing for any 
visitor to the region. Back to the birdlife and November can still 
produce some migration. Griffon Vulture are often seen crossing 
the Strait of Gibraltar to Africa at this time and this can lead to 
some fantastic spectacles. 
December and January are not only a great opportunity to get 
some winter sun, but also to see some great birds. Short-eared 
Owl can be found fairly easily during this period and less 
familiar species such as Penduline Tit and Alpine Accentor make 
themselves far more available during this period. It is also a good 
time to see wintering flocks of Corn Bunting and Spanish Sparrow 
in the lowland areas and birds of prey are well represented during 
this period in areas such as La Janda and Benalup. 

Advertisement
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February is when things really start to build again. The 
lengthening daylight hours and slightly warmer temperatures 
bring the years first Orchids and Butterflies and also the start of 
the northward migration for birds. Black Kites are the star species 

at this time with huge numbers crossing the Strait on their way 
north, supported by significant numbers of Short-toed Eagle. 
We also begin to see the first signs of Spring as species such as 
Woodlark and Crested Lark begin their vocal aerial displays. 

This whistle stop tour through Autumn and Winter is just a tiny 
fragment of the wildlife available to residents and visitors of the 
region in this period. It is easy to stick to the peak times but write 
off the quieter times at your peril as Andalucía has something to 

offer throughout the whole of the year. 
Thanks for reading. 

Oliver Reville – ABS Member
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A Birder’s Tale from the Sahara Desert

There is no doubt that tourism associated with birding 
has changed the attitudes of people in areas where 
birds were seen as a pest, competing for fruit and seeds 
necessary for subsistence living in poorer regions of 
our world, and where birds themselves had become a 
harvested food crop. 
Now a clear way to the preservation and conservation of 
our natural heritage has been founded by the economical 
gains of wildlife tourism and bird tourism in particular. 
It can be difficult for some of us to know how we impact 
on local people during our travels, do we really make a 
positive difference to people and nature? 
Do local and remote peoples see us as a benefit and 
influence that can change their life? I have always 
believed so and provided we do all we can to support 
local communities, then we can have a very real and 
positive impact. 
I asked a good friend in Morocco what had influenced 
him and those around him to look at nature as a friend. 

He gave me a brief life story and how the influence of 
birders had forever changed his life. 

18
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A Birder’s Tale from the Sahara Desert

I was born in the Sahara Desert of 
Morocco in 1986, having Berber nomadic 
parents. In 1992 my parents decided to 
move to Rissani, a nearby city, just for me 
to go the school and yet when I finished 
primary school, I did not want to continue 
my studies anymore. I then decided to go 
back to the Sahara Desert and work as a 
shepherd for my grandparents. I worked 
in this job for 3 years and it was here that I 
started my interest and love for birds and 
wildlife (1999-2001). After wandering 
the desert for 3 years I was invited back 
to my parent’s city (Rissani), where I then 
worked at the family business for fossils, 
handicrafts and minerals for 4 years 
(2002-2005).

It wasn’t long before I missed the desert, 
it was calling me home. And so, I went 
back to the desert again to work as a camel 
guide and waiter in a hotel within the Erg 
Chebbi dunes complex for 4 years. Here I 
really had a very hard life, but had some 
great experiences too such as; met and 
guided tourists from all over the world 
showing them the desert and nomadic 
life, exchange cultures, learned languages 

by listening, enabling me to speak English, 
French, Spanish, Italian, in addition to my 
Arabic and Berber my mother tongue 
(2006-2009).

After the camel guide experience, I decided 
to go back home (Rissani) in November 
2009. This is where my birdwatching story 
began. I remember the Christmas of 2009 
when I was cycling to the west of Rissani, 
here I met 3 birders from Spain and by 
chance they were looking for the Pharaoh’s 
Eagle Owl, I decided to help them and was 
able to find the bird as it was sitting on the 
cliffs just by my naked eye, because at that 
time I had no binoculars!
One of the 3 Spanish birders came back at 
the end of February 2010 and he brought 
me a pair of binoculars, a Collins Bird 
Guide and some CD’s. We then spent 
some 3 days birding in the Sahara Desert 
together and I had a really enjoyable time, 
it was to prove life changing. At the end of 
our time together the friend from Spain 
told me “Brahim you should work as a 
local wildlife guide in the desert areas, 
because there are no guides here”, and just 
as quickly I then said okay, I will try and 

do my best!
After some soul searching and careful 
consideration, I finally decided to do the 
guiding job and my friend from Spain has 
since recommended my services to other 
birders. It really wasn’t long after this that 
I started guiding groups in the deserts of 
Rissani and the Merzouga area, in fact as 
early as March 2010.

It all seems a very long time ago now, 
but after several years of guiding other 
companies and private groups into 
the Sahara Desert, I created my own 
company in 2013 called “GAYUIN”, it is 
a Berber word used by desert dwellers to 
describe the Pharaoh’s Eagle Owl (Bubo 
Ascalaphus). So now I am doing my own 
birding tours and activities all around my 
wonderful country of Morocco. It is a joy, 
I could not have imagined this before, and 
I will never forget it is the love of birds that 
has changed my life in such a remarkable 
and worthwhile way.

That’s my full story up until now!

Brahim Mezane
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The sky was overcast, the breeze was chill. It was November 
and it felt like it. The Arboleas Birdwatching Group had met, as 
it does every few weeks, by the ‘ford’ in the rambla of the Río 

Almanzora, about a kilometre inland from the coast. Usually 
the riverbed of the Almanzora has pools among its rocks and 
gravelly patches and there’s shrubby vegetation such as nicotiana 
too; a good range of habitats for birds. 
In the bed of the rambla we found Black-winged Stilt, White 
Wagtail, Ringed Plover, Snipe, Common Sandpiper and, after 
considerable discussion, a Water Pipit. An eagle-eyed member of 
the group announced a distant Kestrel on one of the pylons that 
marched away parallel to the rambla. On a nearby wire-mesh 
fence were a Black Redstart and a Stonechat. Already the birding 
was good.
Angled concrete slopes lead up on either bank of the rambla, 
making what in the USA would be called a levée, for flood 
protection. In odd places, shrubs have managed to gain 
purchase even on these blank canvases. From one such bush just 
a few metres from us, a male Sardinian Warbler, its black cap 
prominent, gave its harsh rattling call.
There’s a recreational path along the top of the levée on the left 
bank. In a few hundred metres this passes a sewage works which, 
inevitably, is not always fragrant. Such places though are the 
stock-in-trade of birdwatchers. Today its two fenced-in pools 
held more Stilts and another Common Sandpiper but also a 
couple of Little Ringed Plover. By now our group had spread out, 
scanning, nattering, and thus, some individuals were not always 
in the right place at the right time. 
So it was when a Bluethroat was seen briefly at the side of the 
rambla: I missed it. It’s a small, neat bird that breeds in northern 
Europe and passes through Almería province on migration, 
southwards in autumn and back northwards in spring. It has 
a distinctive white supercilium (a stripe above the eye) and, in 
most plumages, as the name suggests, a blue throat. It was here 
a couple of years earlier that I’d seen my first ever Bluethroat, 
the first in a remarkable sudden run of three Bluethroats in 
four weeks, so I wasn’t too distraught on this occasion. In 
compensation, two Stilts flew over, calling loudly and with their 
vivid red legs extended an astonishing distance behind their 
elegant black and white bodies.      
Creatures of habit, we repaired to our usual cafe in Villaricos 
for a coffee before driving to the beach. From the beach there’s 
a view across to rocks in the bay where, as happens more often 
than not, we saw Cormorants (or Barnsley Penguins as our 
birding friend Les insists they are called) and an Audouin’s Gull, 
a local speciality. By now, finally, the cloud was breaking up and 
the sun’s welcome heat was making itself felt.  
Behind the beach is the area where the Dreambeach Festival 
is held each August. Most of the year, the Dreambeach site is 
literally just a large flat area, which can be crossed to reach the 
estuary of the Río Almanzora. Today at the estuary we saw the 
usual Cormorants, posing nicely on various logs and rocks or 
swimming like half-submerged creatures from the time of the 
dinosaurs. Grey Herons stood among the vegetation and in 
the shallows too. Across the estuary lie low mud cliffs and, on 
a bush above these was an Iberian Grey Shrike. Kingfishers are 
seen here occasionally, fleeting flashes of electric blue and orange 
as they skim across your vision – if you are lucky. Improbably 
coloured Purple Swamphens are quite frequent here, but not 
today. However, we did find Little Grebes and a Black-necked 

Birding at Villaricos  Villaricos is a 
small village 
with a long 
history. On the 
coast of Almería 
province, it was 
founded in the 
7th century BC 
and occupied by 
the Phoenicians 
and Romans. It 
has an impressive 
defensive tower, a 
history of mining 
in the nearby 
Sierra Almagrera, 
and a popular 
Sunday market. 
As interesting as 
anything, at least 

to those in the know, is its potential as a birding location, 
although it doesn’t appear in Where to Watch Birds in Southern 
Spain (at least not in my 1994 edition!). The following passage 
is an extract from my book Where Hoopoes Fly: Exploring 
Almería 2, so called because it is the follow-up to Flamingos in 
The Desert: Exploring Almería. 

Bluethroat - ©
 Stepán M
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Birding at Villaricos  
Grebe. 
We headed back round to the beach through taller vegetation 
where we once found a Penduline Tit. On the rocks towards 
the harbour several more Cormorants were arrayed like ancient 
ragged crosses. Prospecting the shoreline boulders there was a 
solitary Little Egret and, bobbing on the sea, a gull which, after 
discussion, was deemed a first-winter Black-headed Gull rather 
than the hoped-for Mediterranean Gull some of us had been 
wanting. A little earlier in the autumn we’d regularly been seeing 
Whimbrels here, smaller cousins of the Curlew, also passing 
through on migration. Today the highlight was seeing quite 
sizeable fish, maybe 20cm long, repeatedly leaping clear of the 
water just a few metres from the shore. We imagined they would 
only do this to escape predators but apart from their impressive 
leaping, there was no sign of kerfuffle. On the beach back nearer 
to the harbour was a party of waders, a mixture of pale-grey and 
white Sanderlings and darker, orange-legged Turnstones.
The day’s final stop was at the lagoons near the big Consum 
supermarket at Vera Playa. The first lagoon on the right of the 
road is fairly open. On this occasion it was a matrix of shallow 
pools, mud and gravel, attracting a Ruff, as well as Kentish 
Plover, Dunlin and Little Stint. The deeper water held Shoveler 
and White-headed Duck. A very late Barn Swallow flew over, 
presumably on belated passage to Africa. The next lagoon, 
directly opposite Consum, is good in winter and early spring but 
has high vegetation obscuring the view in summer and autumn, 

unless one of the birders has been recently with his loppers to cut 
strategic viewing gaps in the reeds. This hadn’t happened, so our 
attempts to scan this pool were doomed to failure.  
This is by no means a full run-down on what we saw during this 
typical day’s birding. When we totted everything up, it amounted 
to 52 species, ranging from the mundane such as House 
Sparrow and Collared Dove to the more rewarding sightings like 
Bluethroat and Ruff. The beaches and the climate of the area are 
rightly celebrated, but what riches of archaeology and natural 
history there are too. By not making more of these things surely 
the local tourist offices are missing a trick.  

Kevin Borman – Author ABS Member

Kevin Borman’s books: Flamingos In The Desert: Exploring 
Almería and Where Hoopoes Fly: Exploring Almería 2 are 
available as paperbacks and as e-books for Kindle.
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Too often ignored by those focused on a “raptor-fest” at the 
coast this area is a real gem which repays multiple visits. It has 
a good range of breeding birds and, in season, you can witness 
the passage of raptorial birds overhead. I’d even go so far as to 
claim that until you’ve watched Honey Buzzards dropping into 
the trees here in the evening and, mysteriously, four or five times 
that number emerge In the morning you’ve not really witnessed 
this incredible spectacle. One disadvantage of the Alcornocales 
in general, is that much of the area is private with relatively few 
paths that allow access into the hills and that some of those that 
do exist can be rather strenuous for walkers. However, the dual-
carriageway A 381 that threads its way from Jerez to Algeciras 
offers easy access (particularly via its service road) to an excellent 
series of easily walked footpaths.

From Exit 45 head south past La Palmosa services along the 
service road for c2km and turn left onto a metalled track just 
after the disused Venta Los Gallos. This track (a) goes under 
the main road and to the Lomo del Judio (there’s a noticeboard 

with a good map at the turning if in doubt). Take this road and, 
after c1km, take a track off to the right (signposted “Hacienda 
del Agua”). Although somewhat degraded, this is one of the few 
tracks in the area with decent foundations; it was built by the 
Romans and the original surface can be seen at several points. 
However, if the road is in very poor condition you may prefer to 
park and then walk along the route. The track takes you along a 
short ridge offering distant views over the Embalse de Barbate. 
There’s a large tree nesting colony of White Storks here and this 
route can also be good for familiar birds like Woodchat Shrike in 
the breeding season and migrants like Whinchat in the autumn. 
I’ve also found Iberian Grey Shrike (a a scarce bird in this area) 
on passage and in the winter. Eagle Owls are a possibility as they 
can sometimes be found at the far end of the walk.

Returning to the service road continue south looking out for 
convenient sites where you can pull off the road from which you 
can view the reservoir. A bridge over the A 381 to a farm and 
then at Exit 54 (b) provide an opportunity to scan the reservoir 

The Alcornocales are a range of relatively low wooded mountains (or overgrown hills if you prefer) that form the 
hinterland to the much better known and well birded Strait of Gibraltar. The mountain peaks and ridges here struggle 
to reach 1,000m (only Aljibe at 1091m does so) and most are in the 500-700m range. The sandstone mountains are 
clothed in a mixture of Algerian oak, scrub and heathland with extrusions of rocky crests, but are characterised by 
the cork oaks from which they get their name, Alcornocales. Of particular note are the narrow more deeply incised 
‘canutos’ found at the bottom of many valleys. These have their own unexpectedly moist micro-climate which allows 
trees like Alder, various elms and Narrow-leaved Ash to thrive and their canopies to enclose a habitat rich in mosses 
and ferns. On days when the Spanish sun is at its most blistering worst, they form a blissfully cool retreat from 
the harshness of summer. Further diversity along this route is provided not only by pasture for grazing but also the 
Embalse de Barbate

Ambling through
 the 

Alcornocales
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although parking nearby can be tricky. Take particular care to 
check any pylons, dead trees or posts (particularly those standing 
in the water) for Ospreys. A re-introduction programme, with 
help from wild birds, has again established this bird as a breeding 
species in the area. A scan of the margins of the reservoir and its 
feeder streams usually reveals a few Grey Herons, Little Egrets 
and during passage the odd wader or even Spoonbills but with 
dry winters the shoreline often retreats into the distance so a 
telescope is very useful. Don’t neglect either to take a close look 
at the swifts and swallows that can congregate here (particularly 
during passage). Common, Pallid and Alpine Swift can all be seen 
as can, with luck and perseverance, White-rumped Swift. This 
is also a good area to check for Red-rumped Swallow amongst 
the other hirundines as they often nest under bridges here. 
Melodious Warblers can be seen in scrubby areas and as spring 
draws to a close a few streams with good stands of tamarisk may 
hold Western Olivaceous Warbler. The many nest boxes under 
the larger viaducts on the A 381, provided in the vain hope of 
attracting Lesser Kestrels  are now home to numerous Spotless 
Starlings.

Pushing further south along the service road at roughly 12km 
from Exit 45 on your left is a cycle route/path Carrel Picacho-
Piguera (c). This route is well signposted and again has an 
informative noticeboard and map. It’s usually possible to pull off 
the road on your right. The gate has a sign warning of bulls but 
I’ve never had any problems and it track is well used by cyclists 
(but closed to unauthorised vehicles). Indeed, cyclists racing 
down the sloping track are more of a danger. In theory, you can 
walk from here through the mountains for c12km until you 
reach El Picacho high in the mountains. Personally, I tend not 
to walk for much more than a couple of kilometres along the 
track into the oak woodland. Look and listen here for Firecrest, 
Blackcap and Bonelli’s Warbler. With luck you might also hear 

the yaffle of the Iberian Green Woodpecker (a near-endemic of 
Iberia and increasingly recognised as a full species). Listen too 
for other familiar sounds from northern Europe such as the calls 
of the Jay or Nuthatch. In season, botanists should look out here 
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too for various Ophrys orchids along the track.

Returning to your car continue along the service road to Exit 66 
and then, after c1.7 km, pull over on to a dirt track on your left to 
explore the signposted Sendero La Teja (d). This path takes you 

into a good mix of woodland and open land with views of the 
Alcornocales. It can be a simple there-and-back walk along the 
first part of the track or you can extend it further along the cycle 
route that hugs the flank of the hill.  Alternatively, you can take 
a ‘pan handle’ walk that takes you through the trees to higher 
ground before looping around back towards your starting point.  
With good views over the mountains it can be a good place to 
watch Honey Buzzards, Booted Eagles, etc., lift out of the woods 
in the morning as they head south in the autumn. Check any 
eagles carefully for Bonelli’s Eagle as I’ve had the species several 
times in this area. The open areas are also one of the relatively 
few sites along this route where I’ve had Rock Buntings, a much 
scarcer bird here than in Grazalema. Like all of the routes I 
describe it’s often worth looking down at your feet as you can 
find various flowers including a number of orchids and on stony 
ground the localised Portuguese Sundew (look for its flowers 
that resemble a Yellow-horned Poppy). This plant is unusual for 
an insectivorous plant as it prefers drier ground.

Further south still (just over 2km south of Exit 70 on the service 
road) is the Sendero El Palancar (e). The full circuit which loops 
round to and then along the edge of the Embalse de Charco 
Redondo is c8 km but there’s also a shorter walk of a couple 
of kilometres (f) that snakes through woodland and open land 
passing en route a couple of ancient cave shelters. It’s good for 
the species already noted under two previous sites but is better 
for species such as Cirl Bunting and Woodlark (listen for them 
in spring). In the heathy scrub check for ‘Sylvia’ warblers such as 
Whitethroat, Sardinian and Dartford Warblers. Like the previous 
site it has a good open view across the A381 and beyond so it’s an 
equally good site for looking for raptors as any of the sites noted 
so far. During passage periods you’ve also a fair chance of picking 
up Black Stork as well as its commoner cousin.

My last recommendation for a walk is my favourite, the Sendero 
de Valdeinfierno (g) as it takes you along a track to one of the 
area’s finest ‘canutos’. Leaving the A 381 at Exit 73 (or going under 
it if still on the service road) drive for a little over a kilometre until 
you reach this well signposted sendero on your right.  By the start 
of the track there’s a small car park on your left. It’s a c4½ km 
“pan-handle” walk to complete the circuit but those with walking 
difficulties have the the option of driving (with care) along the 
track for about c1 km or so to reach a wheelchair friendly path 
which takes you into the woodland. This has gradually become 
more dilapidated over the years but should be negotiable for 
wheelchair users and, unusually, also has information in Braille 
(albeit very little). Although first part of the walk can be rather 
exposed to the sun in the summer, I usually walk the whole route 
as it’s usually more productive for birds. Check around the car 
park for Cirl Bunting and keep a sharp look-out for Black-eared 
Wheatear which often frequents the area. The stands of oak trees 
along the track harbour all the expected species such as Long-
tailed, Great and Blue Tits, Blackcaps and Bonelli’s Warbler whilst 
there’s always a chance of Golden Oriole in spring and summer.

After c1 km along the main track you reach a small path (on your 
right) which drops down along the stream which takes you back 
in the direction from which you’ve come. It’s hard to miss as it’s 
near a parking area and marked by a sign and handrail. The moist 
woodland along the stream in the canuto is a particularly good 
place for Iberian Chiffchaff. In spring the cheerful, distinctive 
cadences of this near-endemic species echo through the trees 
which is just as well as silent birds can be difficult or even 
impossible to tell from Common Chiffchaff. Until the pioneering 
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Bonelli’s W
arbler

Eurasian Jay

work by Captain (later Rear-Admiral) Hubert Lynes in the 
Alcornocales the early 1900s the small Phylloscopus warblers in 
the area were thought to be a race of Willow Warbler. This is 

understandable as the song has a closing flourish reminiscent of 
that species although the opening stanzas are more Chiffchaff-
like. Season is often a helpful guide to tell them apart as Iberian 
is a summer migrant and its cousin is a winter visitor (although 
they overlap in early spring and autumn). The walk down into the 
canuto under the cooling canopy is a verdurous delight with tufts 
of grasses along the stream, rich mossy trees and a profusion of 
ferns with the light filtered by the leaves above. Look here for the 
bright pink Pontic Rhododendron, a local race of that familiar 
plant. After a while, the path leaves the stream bed a climbs up 
the flank of the hillside. This is another area where Woodlark is a 
possibility.  During passage it can also be a good spot to scan for 
Bee-eaters.  After a fairly steep climb the paths flattens out and 
you reach the track again where you turn left. From here it’s a 
leisurely walk back to the car park.  

This short article barely touches upon the delights of these walks 
and only covers the main options. One place worth exploring 
near Sendero de Valdeinfierno, for example is the picnic site 

Area Recreativa Montera del Torero (h) where Scop’s Owl has 
been reported in the past (although ime your visit carefully as it 
can be busy on weekends and on holidays). Further on towards 
Los Barrios is the famous Ojen Valley (i) along which you 
can cycle or walk along although driving this route without a 
permission is no longer possible. (Details, in Spanish, of further 
footpaths in the area and the rest of Cadiz province can be 
found in an online booklet at https://issuu.com/cadizturismo/
docs/300senderoscadiz with QR codes by which you can 
download maps available at http://sendacadiz.es/300-senderos-
de-la-provincia-de-cadiz.html). Wherever you visit you’re sure 
to see interesting birds, plants and other wildlife and in season 
you’ve got a very good chance of seeing some raptor passage too.

John Cantelo - ABS member
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